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►►► Economy 

 
China Daily 
►  No reason to lose confidence in Chinese economy 
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) said on Thursday that there is no 
reason to lose confidence in the Chinese economy in view of the big... 
 
Reuters 
►  Greeks hope for deal after latest bailout proposals 
Greeks awoke on Friday hoping their government would finally seal a 
cash-for-reforms deal with its international creditors after Prime Minister 
Alexis Tsipras offered last-minute concessions to try to save the country... 

►►► Politics 

 
The Japan Times 
►  Exploiting campaign finance laws, Bush camp raises record $114.4 million 
candidate war chest 
Republican presidential candidate Jeb Bush raised $114.4 million in the first 
six months of the year to fuel his White House ambitions, a historic amount... 
 
WBP Online 
►  European Compromise in the Making?  
Late on Thursday, Greece offered major concessions to its international 
lenders in a last attempt to reach a compromise and prevent the country's... 

►►► Opinions 

 
Kathy Lien 
►  Greece Or China: Which Is Bigger FX Risk?  
Is Greece or China the bigger risk for currencies? The answer to this question 
lies in the hands of policymakers and how far they are willing to go to prevent 
a collapse in their local markets.   
 
Juhani Huopainen 
►  Greece finally maybe, European ratings, Yellen speaks 
My bottom line is that there will be optimism that an agreement on Greece will 
be made. Fed Chair Janet Yellen is interpreted as being a bit dovish and we 
could see an anticipatory relief rally ahead of the weekend, as outlined in... 

►►► Currencies 

 
FXStreet 
►  EUR/USD offered at 1.1134, trades around 1.11 
The EUR/USD pair was offered at the high of 1.1134, after which it pared 
gains to trade below 1.11 levels.  
 
RTT News 
►  Yen, U.S. Dollar Fall On Rising Risk Appetite 
The safe haven currencies such as the yen and the U.S. dollar weakened 
against their major currencies in the Asian session on Friday, as risk 
appetite rose, amid a rebound in Chinese stocks for a second day and 
optimism concerning Greece.  

►►► Markets 

 
NDTV 
►  Gold Clings Above Four-Month Low on Euro 
Gold held above a four-month low early on Friday, spurred by a firmer euro 
on signs of progress in debt-hit Greece's efforts to secure fresh funding.  
 
Business Recorder 
►  Oil up in Asian trade as China shares recover 
Oil prices rose further in Asia Friday following recent sharp losses, lifted by a 
recovery in Chinese stocks as the government beefed up measures to 
support the market.  

►►► Top Videos 

 
CNBC 
►  China's rout won't cause significant impact: Pro 
Martin Lakos, division director at Macquarie Private Wealth, says the 
correction in Chinese shares is inevitable following a sharp run-up and it is 
unlikely to have a dramatic impact on...  
 
Bloomberg 
►  Iran Nuclear Deal Deadlocked Over Arms 
Hopes of an imminent nuclear deal with Iran are fading after 13 days of 
high-level talks in Vienna. Persistent differences remain including lifting 
restrictions on arms sales. 
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Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
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